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When the lights too bright, I'll crawl inside.
Funnel out every dark memory inside.
Only to let it back in when I can't make it right.
It's the condition of being tied too Closely.
I reach too far....

I can feel you strangle me....
I feel you strangle me.....

I liked the violence....When escaping life.....
Cause there's some places I don't belong,
like a parasite in the sunlight. Leave your mark and lift
the veil.
I'm sold as is. I see her for what she is.....

I can feel you strangle me....(your talk is cheap)
I feel you strangle me....(and I'm so weak)
I feel you strangle me....(and I can't breathe)
I feel you strangle me....(I can't see)

In the silver and cold....I'm like a parasite in the
sunlight...
I don't belong.....I crawl inside.....To Anyone....Just
strangle me...
and now I can't breathe! I reached too far! Forsaken!
With your legs around my throat,
I strain and think of better days as I slip away......

Slip away into the silence...Pummeling the body...
It's so painful and erotic...There's no coming back to
life.....
Slip away into the silence...Pummeling the body...
It's so painful and erotic...There's no coming back to
life.....

In the silver and cold....I'm like a parasite in the
sunlight...
I don't belong.....I crawl inside.....To Anyone....Just
strangle me...
and now I can't breathe! I reached too far! Forsaken!
With your hands around my throat,
I strain and think of better days as I slip away......
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I see her for what she is...and I cannot breathe....
Away into the cold....into the cold....You took
everything....
Away into the cold.....
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